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“That the market has held its ground for a number of years
in the midst of rising debate around sugar as a health ‘foe’
is no mean feat. However, it now faces the challenge of
PHE’s target of reducing sugar by 20% by 2020. Reduced
sugar variants divide opinions among chocolate eaters,
many doubting their treat credentials.”
– Cameron Thorp, Food & Drink Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Reduced sugar chocolate divides opinions
Reduced pack sizes appeal to many as alternative to sugar cuts
All-natural ingredients appeal to nearly two in five

Volume sales of chocolate have seen little change since 2013. That the market has held its ground in
the midst of rising debate around sugar as a health “foe” is no mean feat. With the supermarket price
wars keeping prices in check, value sales stagnated in 2016. However, as the full effects of the
weakening of the Pound in 2016 feed through, average prices are expected to rise again in 2017.
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The market faces a considerable challenge going forward as it stands among industries that the PHE
(Public Health England) has tasked with a 20% sugar reduction by 2020. That reduced sugar variants
spark mixed reactions among chocolate eaters adds to the difficulty here. Openness among consumers
towards portion reduction as an alternative offers some good news, however, transparency looks set to
be key in such steps. Further ahead, the shadow of Brexit casts a marked uncertainty over future price
developments.
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Green & Black’s has the most exclusive image
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Ferrero Rocher has the strongest association with indulgence
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Maltesers is perceived as most fun and accessible
Figure 36: User profile of Maltesers, February 2017
Cadbury Dairy Milk seen as the most trusted brand
Figure 37: User profile of Cadbury Dairy Milk, February 2017
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Green & Black’s is most widely seen as worth paying more for and ethical
Figure 38: User profile of Green & Black’s, February 2017
Ferrero Rocher enjoys strongest image as special and indulgent
Figure 39: User profile of Ferrero Rocher, February 2017
Mars stands out for higher usage among men than women
Figure 40: User profile of Mars, February 2017
Quality Street’s seasonal links appear to limit usage
Figure 41: User profile of Quality Street, February 2017
16-34-year-olds are the biggest fans of Milkybar
Figure 42: User profile of Milkybar, February 2017

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Chocolate continues to appeal to the masses
Chocolate bars and blocks remain top choices
Six in 10 users limit the amount of chocolate they eat
Healthier snacks are a minority choice
Reduced sugar variants divide opinions
Two in five open to smaller packs to curb sugar, but transparency is key
Two in five would prefer price rises to “shrinkflation”
All-natural ingredients appeal to nearly two in five
Milk chocolate remains nation’s favourite

Frequency of Eating Chocolate and Types Eaten
More than half of adults still eat chocolate more than once a week
Figure 43: Frequency of eating chocolate in the last three months, February 2016 and February 2017
The young and women are core users
More people are eating boxed chocolates than before
Figure 44: Types of chocolate confectionery eaten in the last three months, February 2016 and February 2017

Behaviours Related to Chocolate
Consumers prefer to limit chocolate intake rather than eat healthier types
Figure 45: Behaviours related to chocolate, February 2017
Healthier chocolates do best among 16-34s
Healthier snacks are a minority choice
Portion-control formats have limited appeal
Half of 16-44s would like guidance on permissible intake

Attitudes towards Chocolate
Sugar reduction sparks doubts among many
Figure 46: Attitudes towards chocolate, February 2017
Two in five open to smaller packs to curb sugar
Two in five would prefer price rises to “shrinkflation”
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Nostalgia can be a powerful driving force
Few chocolate users pay attention to details of ethical schemes

Product Enticements
All-natural ingredients appeal to nearly two in five
Figure 47: Interest in selected chocolate formats and formulations, February 2017
35% interested in low sugar, 27% in sugar alternatives
One in four drawn to thinner formats

Chocolate Bar Preferences
Milk chocolate remains nation’s favourite
Dark chocolate enjoys strongest following among over-55s
Figure 48: Type of chocolate preferred for a chocolate bar, February 2017
Fillings and all-natural ingredients are top choices
Figure 49: Properties most important in a chocolate bar, February 2017
Unusual flavours spark minority interest
Ethical and premium ingredients lag behind
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